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Model Number: 2097A
US Products 2097A Replacement Wand GLIDE for Evolution 12in Carpet Cleaning Wand 2 jet
model - GLIDE ONLY - 000-108-210 - AW97
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Manufacturer: US Products

US Products 2097A: Replacement Wand Glide for Evolution 12in Carpet Cleaning
Wand 2 jet model - Glide Only - 000-108-210
Description
When designing a new product, we look at how our product can help our customers
perform better and be more efficient. The Evolution carpet wand's innovative design
helped to increase the performance of our portable carpet extractors, so the next
logical step was to create the Evolution TM designed specifically for use with
truckmounts.
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Customer input has always been important to us in the design phase of a product.
We let several professional carpet cleaners and testing facilities use this new carpet
wand for many hours so we could gain valuable incite in the final design of this new
carpet wand.
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The custom glide holder is rotationally molded into the head for an airtight fit of the
custom glide that provides smooth operation on nearly any type of carpeted surface.
Most importantly, the laminar air flow design delivers superior water recovery by
streamlining airflow and 4 spray jets provide optimum coverage and cleaning power.
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Schematics
Additional Information
U.S. Products takes carpet wand design to the next level with the Evolution.
The Evolution carpet wand is light, durable, and more efficient than any other wand
on the market today! Through scientific testing, the Evolution was designed to smooth
airflow and boost water recovery performance. The rotationally molded head and
aircraft aluminum tube combine to make a carpet wand that is about half the weight of
most stainless steel carpet wands. Replaceable air tight Delrin&reg; acetal glide and
ergonomic design allow effortless glide across any type of carpet.
Videos

Wandering About Wands?
What Facility Managers and Cleaning Professionals Should Know about Carpet
Extraction Wands
When selecting a new carpet extractor, many cleaning professionals and facility
managers investigate the extractor, but spend surprisingly little time analyzing the
unit&rsquo;s wand. This is a serious mistake because the wand plays a crucial role in
the carpet cleaning process.
The key reason wands get scant attention is because for many years they were all
similar. Manufacturers believed improved cleaning performance came from the
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extractor, and not the wand.
However, as equipment manufacturers look for new ways to improve
machines&rsquo; efficiency and effectiveness, the wand has gotten considerably
more attention. Some wands today are made from new materials with more
advanced engineering and ergonomic features. Take the time to look at the Evolution
Wands from US Products Pro.
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Wand History
Some of the first carpet extractor wands were introduced in the 1960s. Most operated
with about the sametechnology, allowing the wand to spray water and solution on the
carpet and then extract water and/or solution as it was pulled back, removing soiling
in the process.
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Most of these wands were made of a heavy metal material, making them difficult and
often physically stressful to use. Today, Evolution Wands from US Products pro are
far lighter, more ergonomic, and essentially glide over the carpet. Therefore, the
wand works with the user and is less taxing on the body.
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Selecting an ergonomically designed wand starts with testing the different wands
available. It should be light and responsive. Instead of metal, more advanced wands
like the Evolution are now made of rotational molded plastic. These wands tend to be
exceptionally light, but their lightweight can be deceiving because they are also quite
durable.
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Further, the Evolution wands have built-in, custom fit glide holders with slotted holes.
Not only are these types of wands easier to use, testing shows they leave the carpet
dryer and are less likely to leave residues which can contribute to re-soiling.
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Jets
After testing different wands and selecting a system, managers and cleaning
professionals still must evaluate the tool&rsquo;s performance. Considerations that
can impact the wand&rsquo;s performance are the number of jets and the distance of
the jets from the carpet&rsquo;s surface.
With a single jet wand, the jet may be too close to the carpet and the spray will
provide limited coverage. In fact, the spray may not even spread from one edge of
the wand to the other. This creates more work for the carpet cleaning technician. The
technician must make sure there is enough overlap so the spray reaches all areas of
the carpet, usually requiring multiple strokes.
With a multi-jet wand, the spray from each individual jet must spread enough to
intersect with the spray from adjoining jets. If the spray from each jet does not
properly intersect or is uneven, areas of the carpet may remain soiled. Ensure the
pressure from the extractor is high enough for sufficient spray spread to the wand to
rectify this issue.
Airflow Issues
A final and very important issue is airflow and how it travels through the wand.
Engineers now realize the airflow traveling through the wand can influence the overall
effectiveness of the extractor.
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On most wands made today, the airflow is what scientists would call
&ldquo;turbulent.&rdquo; It bounces off the insides of the wand&rsquo;s tubing,
slowing airflow through the wand and limiting carpet cleaning performance. This puts
greater burden on the extractor to compensate for this turbulent airflow.
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However, with the Evolution Wand Series from US Products Pro this has been
corrected through the use of &ldquo;laminar technology.&rdquo; Laminar technology
allows airflow to flow more smoothly through the wand. This allows the
extractor&rsquo;s vacuum system to operate at optimal performance, more efficiently
removing moisture and soils from the carpet.
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The development of laminar technology has resulted in some engineering surprises.
For instance, one carpet extractor manufacturer received a higher, more coveted
rating from the Carpet and Rug Institute&rsquo;s Seal of Approval Program just by
adding a laminar wand to its system.
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Hopefully, managers and cleaning professionals now realize wands cannot be
overlooked. Instead, wands should be viewed as a crucial component in proper
carpet extraction. Today&rsquo;s lighter, ergonomic wands that incorporate
advanced airflow technologies can help users achieve superior carpet cleaning
results - faster cleaning, better appearance, and reduced down times due to faster
drying.
cleanfreak $598.00
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Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Tuesday 20 September, 2016
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